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For All Water Protectors,
and Indians of All Nations,

Land is Our Mother, and Water allows Our Mother to live. The Omaha live downstream from the resource
of water you are protecting, so it is through your actions in staying on ancestral lands that you are protecting our water. The Natural Way of the Seasons is upon us, and the Land is returning to its rest and replenishing the water with the later melting snow. But for now, the winds of the North will sweep across the
landscape, and it is best that we stay close to one another near the fire, and tell stories late into the
night.
In honor of your sacrifice and tenacity in Protecting for the People, we wish to share with you, while retaining copyright, our three publications of stories released to the Omaha and the broader tribal language
community earlier this winter. Included are two bi-lingual (Omaha/English) Comic Books featuring traditional stories, puzzles, and vocabulary builders, both 24 pages in length, and a 26 page booklet on
Omaha Tribal Governance, Then and Now, called Dancing Our Way to Peace.
Each of these three booklets are models for what Indians of All Nations can do with their traditional stories and governance. While all three can, of course, be downloaded directly to various devices for later
reference and use, we recommend downloading for publication as hard copy (especially the Comic Books)
for distribution, especially to the youth.
The two comic books are:
http://www.pdf-archive.com/2016/07/13/coyote-gray-fox-s-m-snake/
http://www.pdf-archive.com/2016/07/22/color-coyote-and-the-buffaloes/
and the Tribal governance booklet is:
http://www.pdf-archive.com/2016/08/04/color-dancing-the-way-to-peace/
With credit to our organization, the Omaha Tribal Historical Research Project, OTHRP, you may use all
three publications however you wish.
All are examples of curricula being developed by OTHRP’s “”Four Hills Of Life” Curricula Project:
http://www.nativevillage.org/Archives/2009%20Archives/NOV%20News/Grandfather%20Remember%
20Curriculum%20Proposal.htm
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The Four Hills of Life Curricula itself is drawn from a 1,500 page forthcoming book, The Completely Illustrated Grandfather Remembers Broken Treaties/Stolen Lands The Omaha Land Theft, covering five centuries of tribal history and culture. The two volume set is profusely illustrated with 1,500 illustrations.
Key passages from Grandfather Remembers were utilized in the ultimate decision reached unanimously
by the U.S Supreme Court in our tribe’s case [Nebraska vs. Parker, March 22, 2016] involving the legal sanctity
of established reservation boundaries imposed through Treaty with the Government of the United States,
in this instance, compelled by them in 1854.(See Nebraska vs. Parker, below).
The Four Hills of Life Curricula Project is part of an even larger effort which OTHRP calls “Solving the Reservation Problem,” whereby the Reservations themselves become working models for solving the world’s
problems with the phrase, “Solving The Reservation’s Problems Solves The Problem.” A brief introduction
is provided below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6kWLkuOKMs
Solving the Reservation Problem addresses how the effects of psychologically internalized historic trauma
affect negatively upon the capacity of devastated Reservation populations to culturally reproduce and
modernize their destroyed worlds, perpetuating cultural genocide onto the People themselves by their
own People.
Along with a plan already begun among the northern Great Sioux Nation, we of the southern Great Sioux
Nation together offer the first operational, cultural models that replace the modern, capital-intensive, economically-driven paradigm of addressing the symptoms (i.e., “control”) of human behaviors, rather than a
labor-intensive, nurturing model of prevention, which addresses, at least in part, actual causes, in this
instance, the effects of historic trauma.
This concept of unresolved multi-generational trauma imprinting upon the brain in such a way that actual
genetic changes reacting to such original trauma may and often do occur, which can then be passed onto
future generations, has now been confirmed scientifically through the increasingly expert research in
Neuroplasticity.
Thus, we now have a scientific basis to utilize our capacity to collectively as a species, teach and train
ourselves from birth to deliberately chose such actions of non-harm and nonviolence in resolving disagreements and conflicts that may arise from time-to-time. This is a dramatic difference from the
“Western Narrative” that THINKS “we” as human beings can “control” human behaviors through such
measures as the use of pharmaceuticals — prescribed even for children — while the mind/body matures
through early childhood into adult maturity, and beyond.
By returning the History and Culture of a People back to the People, we can Heal the People.
The Founder/Director of OTHRP, Dr. Dennis Hastings (Omaha) is one of the original Indigenous occupiers
of Alcatraz Island (1969-71), where he served on the Council of Seven, the Governing Body of that occupation of Indians of All Nations. Later, the future Dr. Hastings smuggled food—and guns—into the Aboriginal occupation of Wounded Knee (1973), among numerous other Native occupations, including Pit River
and Tuscarora.
Working first informally prior to incorporation as a Federally-registered 50(C)(3) non profit Cultural and
Educational organization in 1992, OTHRP is likely one of the oldest, most successful and dynamic grassroots-based, tribally-derived and directed groups in the United States, with nearly 50 major projects:
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Award-winning books, films and initiatives, including the return of both human remains and
sacred objects from Harvard University and the Smithsonian Institution, among others;
Responsible for ground-breaking state and national legislation, including the Congressionallypassed 1990 Native Graves and Repatriation Act, NAGPRA;
Design of an award-winning, world-class museum situated on the Reservation that has yet to
be built;
Presently compiling a visionary Tribal Constitution that includes Rights of the Earth, Persons, ,
and Freedom to Food, Shelter, Health, Education, Opportunity, Respect and Choice.
Under an unfunded mandate, OTHRP served for over 26 years as the Official Cultural Authority in Perpetuity by Tribal Resolution of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska and Iowa, resigning from that role in February,
2016, due to the unfunded mandate. OTHRP continues to serve the Omaha as an independent group.
Tax deductible donations are always welcome.
Examples of OTHRP’s presence in the media include:
foster child advocacy www.manataka.org/page1849.html
the Omaha Tribal Interpretive Center Museum
http://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2011/10/11/ambitious-museum-use-pastpreserve-omaha-history-and-brighten-its-future-56496;
Nebraska vs. Parker: http://www.redlakenationnews.com/story/2016/04/04/news/keypassages-from-forthcoming-book-helps-wins-us-supreme-court-case/45477.himl
A DVD copy containing a 400-plus page, two volume book of an Omaha Language Workbook/Dictionary:
Umonhon iye te ede'non'ya? [How do you say in Omaha?} compiled by Dr. Margery Coffey (American Celtic) in
conjunction with the late Thurman Cook (Omaha), who taught the language for over 20 years at Nebraska
Indian Community College, is also available for any Tribal Member. This work is the most comprehensive,
tribally-oriented publication to be available on this endangered speech, and is also a model for other
tribes to consider their own way of approaching their language. Send $5.00 for postage and handling to
OTHRP P.O. Box 279 Rosalie Nebraska 68055 or contact OTHRP@yahoo.com or check out and “like”
OTHRP’s own Facebook page or visit the OTHRP section of www.jackalopearts.org.
Ewithe Wongithe: All my relatives
Mni Wiconi: Water is Life

Dennis Hastings, Ph.D.
Founder/Director, OTHRP

Margery Coffey, Ph.D.
Assistant Director. OTHRP
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UMONHON IYE TE EDE’NON’YA!
[HOW DO YOU SAY IN OMAHA?]

COMPLETELY ILLUSTRATED
GRANDFATHER REMEMBERS —
BROKEN TREATIES/STOLEN LAND
2 Volumes

UMONHON CULTURAL ANTHOLOGY
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